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The state has been in crisis in one form or another since 1648, when it sprang from the ashes of religious civil war on the European continent. The Thirty Years’ War, beginning in 1618, initially featured vicious, bloody Protestant-Catholic conflict (with interesting parallels to the Sunni-Shia fighting today), but would end as a state building war with alliances that no longer resembled the initial religious quarrel.\(^1\) The Treaty of Westphalia supposedly settled that conflict by providing that each domain would be “sovereign” and its leadership would determine the official religion of the realm. A lot has changed since then, obviously, although it is worth noting that Protestant-Catholic violence did not die out in Europe until the Good Friday accords of December 1999.

While the modern nation state developed much later than 1648, that settlement laid the foundation for a new order, which would evolve through some of humanity’s most violent and contentious challenges. As the state after its establishment in Westphalia, the nation state of later centuries would face severe crises, such as decolonization, hegemonic struggles in the international system, and economic and ideological challenges to its legitimacy. Although crisis has, therefore, been routine for the nation state, this volume addresses the question of whether the scope and intensity of this crisis is now greater than ever before, and if so, then how can we analyze the origins, symptoms and effects of this unprecedented crisis?

A basic problem for the state within today’s globalized world is the potential existence of multiple nations within its borders. Ernest Renan, the French historian and philosopher, who defined the nation in his famous lecture “What is a nation?” in 1882, emphasized the nation as a changeable process that would be passed on from generation to generation. He made clear that:

> Nations, in this sense of the term, are something fairly new in history. Antiquity was unfamiliar with them; Egypt, China and ancient Chaldea were in no way nations. ... A nation is a soul, a spiritual principle. Two things, which in truth are but one, constitute this

\(^1\) For a detailed discussion of such an evaluation of the Thirty Years’ War see Johannes Burkhardt, “Der Dreißigjährige Krieg als frühmoderner Staatsbildungskrieg,” *Geschichte in Wissenschaft und Unterricht* 45 (1994), 487-499.
soul or spiritual principle. One lies in the past, one in the present. One is the possession in common of a rich legacy of memories; the other is present-day consent, the desire to live together, the will to perpetuate the value of the heritage that one has received in an undivided form. Man, Gentlemen, does not improvise. The nation, like the individual, is the culmination of a long past of endeavours, sacrifice, and devotion. Of all cults, that of the ancestors is the most legitimate, for the ancestors have made us what we are. A heroic past, great men, glory (by which I understand genuine glory), this is the social capital upon which one bases a national idea. To have common glories in the past and to have a common will in the present; to have performed great deeds together, to wish to perform still more - these are the essential conditions for being a people. One loves in proportion to the sacrifices to which one has consented, and in proportion to the ills that one has suffered. One loves the house that one has built and that one has handed down. The Spartan song – "We are what you were; we, will be what you are" - is, in its simplicity, the abridged hymn of every patrie.

Today's globalized world sees states with multiple potential nations existing within their boundaries, from Europe, to former European colonies, to the state of Israel. For instance, as nationhood and nationalism has evolved, along with linkages to ideas about race and ethnicity, we can see the United States (US) as containing African American, Asian American, and Hispanic American nations as the same time. The definition of these nations, and their political relationship to the state, is heavily contested. This is in part because of the contested or changing status and the views of the “white” majority, as addressed in this volume, not to mention sovereign Native American nations that exist in a more legal-formal sense as well.

Nationhood has always been contested, but the chapters in this volume show how this contestation is challenging the modern state in new and acute ways, as new definitions of nationhood arise to challenge the existing order. The nation in these cases is usually based on language, the history of the diaspora of the group, the everyday culture, or religion of the people that form

---


such a nation. Although internal religious conflict is no longer the largest crisis for developed nation states, several of our chapters show how it continues to pose challenges in, for instance, Europe and the United Arab Emirates (UAE).

The 21st Century nation state is in crisis most directly from external or global forces, and the nature of national responses to these external forces.\(^4\) Forces like flows of goods, services and capital across borders have always threatened nation states, because they threaten the perceived sovereignty or ability of a nation state to control its destiny. But certain things are new about the volume of, effects of and reaction to the global forces buffeting the nation state model. And whether today’s threats to the nation state are “real” and tangible, or exist only as perceived “social constructs”, is in many ways a moot point, though perception is easier to demonstrate than objective threat, obviously, as several of the chapters in this volume show.\(^5\) This perception of crisis depends on the form of nationalism in existing nation states. The theories on nationalism by Karl W. Deutsch,\(^6\) Ernest Gellner,\(^7\) and Benedict Anderson mostly dealt with what shall be called type I nationalism, i.e. a movement to create a nation state based on a specific idea of a nation. However, nation states can develop a second type of nationalism, which is more aggressive and directed towards external forces to counter crises or the perception of one, i.e. a nationalist mobilization against a real or imagined threat. This type II nationalism might be directed towards the interior, if the nation state seems no longer capable of cradling a stable imagined community.

For Anderson, the nation:

> is an imagined political community – and imagined as both inherently limited and sovereign. It is imagined because the members of even the smallest nation will never know most of their fellow-

\(^6\) Karl W. Deutsch, *Nationalism and Social Communication: An Inquiry into the Foundations of Nationality* (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1953). Considering the possibility of modern technology Gellner’s theory seems to have been outworn, however, especially in so called Third World countries, the intensification of communication is still stimulating the development of nationalist movements. See Frank Jacob, “The Role of M-Pesa in Kenya’s Economic and Political Development,” in *Kenya After 50: Reconfiguring Education, Gender, and Policy*, ed. Mickie Mwanzia Koster, Michael Mwenda Kithinji, and Jerono P Rotic (London/ New York: Palgrave, 2016), 89-100.
members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their communion.  

However, if this community is no longer imagined as equal (religiously, politically, economically), especially as a consequence of newcomers’ migration, there might be an internal conflict, a secessionist movement and/or a civil war over the power to determine the nation and to define the nation state of the future.

To make matters more difficult, in the 21st Century the nation state system seems increasingly thrown into crisis by the nature of the responses of its own political leadership to global forces – namely, the web of international and supranational institutions that have grown as a result of national cooperation on international problems – and the backlashes from their own publics about these efforts. National responses to global forces have always posed a challenge to nation states (think of the conditions that led to both World Wars). But an increasing web of international institutions and law now poses a direct challenge to national sovereignty (and perhaps even the existence of nation states), with the accompanying rise in technocracy, liberal cosmopolitanism and perceived elitism brought on by the agents of globalization. Such transnational regulations have been seen to stimulate the aggressive type II nationalism as a defense mechanism of the nation state against perceived foreign control or influence. In the US, Donald Trump is the best expression of this sentiment—a backlash against perceived forces threatening US national sovereignty, including not only radical Islam and Chinese trade, but also Mexican immigrants, who are seen as outsiders in the US nation, and therefore dangerous elements within the borders of the nation state.

Of course, in Europe, this backlash has ebbed and flowed for decades, but it has flown more broadly in recent years, culminating especially in the 2016 “Brexit” vote for the United Kingdom (UK) to leave the European Union (EU). This vote, perhaps more than any other, exemplifies the current crisis, for three reasons: 1) Secessionism: while Brexit ostensibly strikes a blow against

---

9 Publications like Ann Coulter, ¡Adios, America! The Left’s Plan to Turn Our Country into a Third World Hellhole (Washington, DC: Regnery Publishing 2015) play with such paranoid fears and create an anti-immigration sentiment that is predominantly based on stereotypes and might lead to internal violence in the future. Similar publications were successful in Europe as well, e.g. Thilo Sarazin, *Deutschland schafft sich ab: Wie wir unser Land aufs Spiel setzen* (Munich: DVA, 2010). On the relationship between stereotypes and violence see Frank Jacob, “Editorial,” *Global Humanities* 4 (2017): Stereotypes and Violence, 7-13.
supranational threats to national sovereignty, it has breathed new life into the
secessionist movement in Scotland, for instance, which threatens to end the
centuries-long union of several “nations” into one British state; 2) Supranationalism: the de facto ability of the UK to leave the EU is highly questionable,
given the degree to which the two economies are linked. This means that
voters want their nation state to re-assert a sovereignty which may no longer
be possible.\textsuperscript{10} If leaving the EU in practice is impossible, whatever one’s opinion about the value of the European project, this signals perhaps the gravest
threat to the nation state system ever, since sovereignty is the cornerstone of
the Westphalian system; and 3) Immigration: polls show that the UK voters
who chose “leave” in the Brexit vote were primarily motivated by one issue:
immigrants and the threat to the nation by foreign infiltration. The same fear
is shared by new political forces across the continent, e.g. the German
PEGIDA movement, as well as largely white working-class communities in the
US, whose members fear immigration and anticipate that as a consequence of
immigration, their own jobs and lives might be in danger.\textsuperscript{11} This highlights the
degree to which human migration – whether through refugees, family mi-
grants or labor migrants, coming lawfully or not – has thrown the nation state
into an unprecedented type of crisis; the foreign “other” is perceived as a
threat towards the integrity, sovereignty, and economy of the nation state, and
therefore demands countermeasures, usually are expressed by right wing votes, protests, or even vigilante violence. The crisis connects to the other
issues looming over the national project, including the ways in which migra-
tion correlates with trade, capital flows, international law, terrorism and other
cultural and religious conflict in the eyes of many voters, politicians and
press.

Our volume traces the rise of this crisis historically, beginning with three
20\textsuperscript{th} century cases of the complex interrelationship between refugees and
national identity, as pertaining to Greeks, Koreans, and Mexicans. These chap-
ters show how three populations navigate the complex cultural and political
issues wrought by war, migration and pressure on historical identities, which
led to formative outcomes in each case. In addition, the role of “imagined
communities” within the nation state will be highlighted. The chapters in this
section will be showing how immigration created conflicts in Greece (Sal-

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{11} Terri Givens, \textit{Voting Radical Right in Western Europe} (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005); Alan E. Kessler and Gary P. Freeman, “Public Opinion in the EU on Immigration from Outside the Community,” \textit{Journal of Common Market Studies} 43 (2005), 825-850.
\end{itemize}
vanou) and Korea (Jacob) alike, and as it has shaped Americans’ self-understanding in ways that have varied over time, culminating in a current type of nativist (anti-immigration) narrative that de-historicizes the reality of immigration’s role in the past in shaping American society (Garcia). The latter shows that past immigration waves were seen as strengthening the US national project, whereas current immigration patterns, despite having little or no objective differences to past inflows, are seen increasingly as a threat to the American national project.

The second section of the volume covers the contemporary crisis, beginning with the fascinating case of the UAE. (Alexander & Luedtke) With one of the highest per capita GDPs in the world, the UAE is not normally thought of as a developed country. However, in many ways it is a vanguard or test case of the 21st Century challenges for a nation state – how to balance a traditional monarchist society, in a dangerous region of the world, with the rewards of transforming itself into a globalized hub of commerce and trade. One interesting consequence of this transformation has been a reliance on foreign labor to such an extent that the UAE has a higher percentage of non-citizen residents than any other country in the world (around 90% of the population are foreign workers). The chapter by Alexander and Luedtke traces the discourses around Emirati identity and security wrought by this incredible, migration-driven economic miracle, analyzing specifically whether Emiratis perceive immigration to threaten their national security on the basis of tangible factors such as land or resources, or if immigrants are perceived to pose more of a threat in the areas of culture, religion, language or identity. The subsequent chapter (Malit et al.) looks at the threats from the other perspective: the experience of the immigrant population in the UAE, who are deprived of most of the rights of immigrants in Western countries, in spite of (or perhaps in part because of) their numerical superiority as compared to the native citizenry. The UAE’s large migrant population are on very strict temporary work visa regimes, with almost no possibility to stay legally in the country beyond when their labor is needed, and private employers are given a great deal of discretion in terms of how these immigrants (the majority from South Asia) are treated, with many abuses or potential abuses resulting.

Democracy has been both essential to and a challenge to the nation state model. The UAE is an incredibly young nation state, and is not a democratic system. Yet it is robustly and enthusiastically a capitalist system, for the most part, and the capitalist dynamism of places like Dubai and Abu Dhabi rely on foreign labor. The lack of democracy, in a sense, is the only way a country could sustain having 90% of its resident population be foreign nationals. Par-
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adoxically, it seems that while liberal democracy might be better for immigrants in terms of rights given by courts and legal systems, the median voter in every developed country consistently opposes increased immigration.\(^{13}\) This means that democratic nation states are caught in a contradiction where foreigners are concerned. Increasingly, the imperatives of global capitalism (cheaper labor) and international law (refugee rights and family reunification rights respected) are seen as dangerous or threatening by Western publics, who turn to xenophobic politicians out of a general anger at the political elites, who are often perceived to be pro-globalization and pro-immigration in ways that threaten national traditions, identities and sovereignty itself. The chapter by Reich and Schain looks at this tension in three western countries, comparing how France, Britain and the US have managed this tension between the pressures of immigration’s costs and benefits, and the inability of the political system to respond effectively.

The preceding chapter (Duerr), looks at three European cases, and ties together some of the main crises facing the nation state in the 21st Century – mainly, the ways in which European states are threatened like never before by a triple combination of recession, secession and immigration, all created by a struggle between the traditional nation and its supporters and those who believe in a possible change of the nation itself as a consequence of immigration. The next chapter (Taras) then looks at how the self-understanding of Europeans has changed (or not) when it comes to national identity and the effects of migration and European integration in the 21st Century, thereby tracing the nation building process over a longer time period and emphasizing the nation itself as a changeable process throughout history. The final two chapters focus specifically on two important facets of the crisis – the central role played by Islam in terms of immigration’s perceived threat to the West (Miller & Chtouris), and the central role of the news media in shaping or amplifying these perceived threats and the reactions of publics and politicians (Caviedes).\(^{14}\)

In the wake of the Brexit vote, Trump’s election victory, the faltering of international trade, and the rise of the homeland security state to counter the threat posed by Islam to the West, one might say that the nation within the existing nation state is reasserting itself, and striking back at the global forces

---


causing the current crisis. On the other hand, these forces have in many ways grown beyond the ability of the nation state to control or opt out of. In the EU, for instance, it is not clear if and when the UK formally announces a decision to leave, whether it will be able to extricate itself from the reach of Brussels, given its economic integration with the continent. This, along with America’s openness to trade and immigration in the wake of a contentious 2016 election, and the ability of non-Western states like the UAE to continue to participate in the global economic order (including migration), without succumbing to civil or external conflict, will be the great tests of the nation state’s survival in the 21st Century. For anti-globalizers this is a critical juncture.

At the other extreme of the spectrum of possible responses to perceived external threats is to embrace globalization, which poses its own kind of threat to the nation state, in terms of diminishing sovereignty and increased power for international and supranational institutions like the EU. European unification, like the slow unification of the American colonies, has moved ahead precisely during moments of grave crisis. Just as Washington DC’s power grew most during the Civil War and the Great Depression, Brussels’ biggest gains came out of the oil shocks of the 1970s and the Cold War’s turbulent end. Regarding refugees, one EU-empowering consequence of the Cold War’s end was how the ethnic cleansing in former Yugoslavia sparked a mass migration arguably more acute than today’s. While that refugee crisis spawned innumerable predictions of EU doom and gloom, it actually led to the creation of FRONTEX, the EU’s border patrol, and the EURODAC fingerprint database targeting "asylum-shoppers". These (federal) tools could only come from Brussels. By pooling sovereignty, Europeans averted the far greater migrant inflows and political backlashes that would have faced individual nation-states. Headlines about “ever-increasing” xenophobia, Euro-skepticism, terrorist threats or far-right voting belie a historical pattern of slow, tectonic movements in favor of federalism on both sides of the Atlantic. National politicians in Europe wins votes by bashing “Brussels”, just as American candidates win votes by bashing Washington DC. This says nothing about the size, legitimacy or durability of the US federal government, just as European pessimism about globalization arguably says nothing about the size, legitimacy,
or durability of the EU, whose unification has progressed speedily through dangerous times like the Cold War. Paradoxically for Brexit voters, it is the EU who has helped countries like the UK minimize immigration, by funding a common border patrol (FRONTEX) in Southern and Eastern Europe, as well as implementing the European Asylum System, which forces refugees to remain in the first “safe” country where they arrive (usually in Southern or Eastern Europe).\textsuperscript{17}

While many voters in the West may see a renewed national sovereignty as the answer to the crises of the day, they might not be willing or able to bear the costs that such retrenchment would entail. The coming decades pose very interesting dilemmas indeed for the balance between democracy, economic growth and the continued desire or ability for human beings to organize themselves politically under the Westphalian nation state model. 2048 will mark the 400th anniversary of the Treaty of Westphalia. The coming three decades will test this model to degrees and in ways it has never been tested. Whatever the result, it will be the ability of nation states to succeed or fail at adapting to – or controlling – human migration that will play a central role in the fate of the modern nation. Will states be able to overcome the dangerous type II nationalism outlined above, which pushes for segregation, secession, or even worse, for the extinction of the “other” with violent means? These crises can only be overcome if the people, in the tradition of Renan, can re-evaluate their own nationhood, and embrace the foreign “other” to make it part of their nation.
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